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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Parsons Brinckerhoff was retained to examine the CTA's Flange Angle Replacement

Methodology on an accelerated basis. The scope has been limited to this particular

program, and does not include a review of the CTA's overall structure maintenance or

renewal program.

The CTA Methodology for replacing flange angles has been independently evaluated

and compared to other programs at transit agencies, railroads, and a state DOT to

enable recommendations to improve the current methodology. Key points of the

current methodology include; systematically replacing several hundred deteriorated

flange angles per project; using field verified original shop drawings for fabrication of

new members; performing all engineering and installation in-house; and scheduling

replacement work during night and Sunday hours.

Eleven CTA personnel connected with the program were interviewed, and four field trips

were made to observe field conditions during different phases of the work. Ten outside

agencies were contacted for input and definition of industry standards. The CTA's

program was found to be a reasonable repair procedure and comparable to industry

practice.

The following basic recommendations are offered;

o Consider scaling back detailed field verification.

o Consider reducing the number of ironworkers.

o Consider bringing in outside contractors on a trial basis.
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o Perform structural analysis of all span members, and determine possible effects

that repair procedures have on the members.

o Develop and utilize a QA/QC program.

o Investigate certain minor suggestions for improving the process,

o Investigate alternate long term rehabilitation schemes as well as repair

procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The CTA currently spends approximately $8 million per year on flange angle

replacements, and plans to expand the scope of this work in the future. Questions have

been raised within the CTA engineering group concerning the efficiency and economy

of the Flange Angle Replacement Methodology. It is the purpose of this report to

examine the current CTA Flange Angle Replacement Methodology, compare it to

industry-wide norms, and recommend any necessary changes.

The CTA has approximately 50 miles (100 track miles) of elevated structures consisting

of 5600 individual spans. Each span typically consists of two tracks supported by two

stringers each, which frame into cross-girders and columns. The stringers may be of

trussed or solid web construction, and span between 26 and 55 feet.

CONTRACT INFORMATION

This report has been prepared in accordance with the sen/ices outlined in Contract No.

801133Z dated April 12, 1989, and Change Order No. 1, dated June 12, 1989. between

the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.

(PBQD), Chicago, Illinois. As a subcontractor, Jackson Tull & Graham has (JTG) has

provided assistance in the preparation and administration of the Questionnaire, as well

as report preparation and review.
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PROBLEM APPROACH

The project has been broken into two phases. First, the current OTA methodology was

examined, with significant input and bacl<ground information provided by detailed

interviews with various levels of CTA staff - from ironworkers to senior management.

Second, a questionnaire was developed from the information gained in Phase 1 and

distributed to agencies with possibly similar programs to ascertain what the industry

norms may be. This information was then used as a benchmark for comparison to CTA

practices.

The interviews were used to determine how the current process has evolved, how well it

is understood, and whether there are any suggestions for improvement from within the

ranks. In all, eleven CTA employees were interviewed. A list of the interviewees and the

interview dates is contained in Appendix B. Three field trips were also made to observe

installation and/or measurement crews at work.

Once an understanding of the current CTA methodology was gained, a questionnaire

was developed for other transit agencies, railroads, and the Illinois Department of

Transportation. In ail, nine agencies were interviewed in an effort to determine how the

industry handles such problems. The questionnaires focused on key points of the CTA

methodology, such as how dimensions are obtained, how members or components are

fabricated and installed, and how mis-fits are handled. While none of the agencies were

expected to have a program as extensive as the CTA's, their experiences would help

define the common practice in the industry. Questionnaires and responses are

contained in Appendix C.
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METHODOLOGY HISTORY

A substantial portion of the CTA's elevated structures were built around the turn of the

century. A majority of the deterioration of these structures occurs on the top and

bottom flange angles, where moisture and debris more readily accumulate. The CTA

has had an ongoing program of replacing deteriorated flange angles on an intermittent

basis since the late 1940's, with a more concentrated effort in the last 3 years.

Originally, dimensions for the replacement flange angles were obtained from the old

shop drawings. Reportedly, field fit up problems caused by inaccurate shop drawings

occurred in the early 1 960's, resulting in a switch-over to field measured dimensions. In

addition, it is understood that shop drawings for portions of the Lake Street line and

South Side Main Line/Jackson Park Branch were found to be inaccurate or missing.

Ironworkers would measure the rivet spacing on the flange angles in the field, and install

the new angles after delivery. Engineers or technicians would take these dimensions

and package them into "flange books" for fabrication by an outside steel fabrication

shop. This system was used until December 1 988, when the revised methodology was

instituted.

The methodology was changed following investigations which were, in part, aided by

the research efforts of Ray Radic, that showed that field dimensions obtained by the

ironworkers differed from original shop data, possibly resulting in increased installation

time due to mis-fits. Most staff interviewed at CTA felt that the previous system ran

smoothly, although there may have been room for improvement. Our interviews with

CTA personnel and review of the old methodology produced the following list of

advantages and disadvantages:

2982-302 -5-
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Advantages

o Long use meant that everyone was familiar with their role, thus the system tended

to be self-directing, with little input required from management. Predictable

productivity rates and costs were also a benefit.

o Ironworkers were accustomed to working outside in difficult access conditions, so

having them take measurements for fabrication rather than engineers had a

certain logic.

o Since the flange angles were installed on Sundays or at night, some ironworkers

were available during the day to take measurements for fabrication. CTA

ironworkers are temporary employees from the local union hall, not regular full-

time CTA employees. Keeping them consistently busy during the week resulted in

experienced crews for the change-out, where speed and familiarity are Important.

o Errors as a result of missing or inaccurate shop drawings were eliminated, and

theoretically accurate field measurements should speed installation.

o Accountability for the renewal process or errors is limited to one group.

2982-302 :W-
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Disadvantages

o Having ironworkers measure the flange angles for fabrication and then install the

new ones on overtime create the potential for conflict of interest. No evidence was

presented to indicate falsification of field measurements. Temptation is present to

hurriedly measure an angle, when field reaming to correct it will be performed on

overtime (at double time).

o Field measuring rivet heads to determine accurate hole spacing in flanges is

subject to error. Rivet heads are not consistently concentric with the hole (even

"shop-side" heads). Tape reading errors are also introduced due to parallax, poor

field conditions, tape sag, and initial tape starting point.

o A Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QA/QC) plan was not in place. Only

exceptional problems were reported to management, field fit-up problems were

considered "normal".

o The system had become so automatic, that little thought was given to improving it.

Day-to-day management involvement declined, resulting in a lack of knowledge

concerning problems encountered.

o Engineer or engineering technicians are likely to be better equipped than

ironworkers, by training and inclination, to be concerned about accuracy of

measurements.
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CURRENT METHODOLOGY

ADMINISTRATION AND DESIGN

The current flange angle renewal methodology was officially adopted on

December 13, 1988. A copy of the memo is contained in Appendix A. The new

methodology states that new flange books are to be prepared from the old shop

drawings using field measurements as a check. This hybrid system is designed

to minimize errors as a result of inaccurate field measurements and/or incorrect

shop drawings. The official methodology is given below in quotes with our

comments following:

1) "Original shop drawings for the list of flange angles to be renewed

will be located via the microfilm file."

The CTA has microfilmed all of the original plans and shop drawings

in its files up to the mid 1960's. The microfilms are stored at the

Merchandise Mart and the originals are stored in a vault under the

Boiler Room at West Shops. The microfilm appeared to be easy to

use once one is familiar with the filing system, although the clarity of

some of the reproductions is poor. An archivist has recently been

hired to oversee operations in the file and microfilm storage area.

Previously the files were unsupervised, resulting in some mis-filing of

information.

The original drawings at West Shops are neither catalogued nor

supervised. Locating documents is difficult as little effort to maintain
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these files has been expended. The microfilm file at the Merchandise

Mart lists the drawer that the original plan is in at West Shops, but is

not always accurate. In addition, there is loose material stacked on

top of the file drawers. A card catalogue exists in the storage room,

but it is not known if it is up to date and apparently is not used. The

high heat in the storage room due to its location under the boiler

room is not conducive to long term document storage. The staff

generally prefers to work off of the full size original shop drawings

when available rather than the half size microfilm blow-ups due to

improved clarity and ease of reading.

2) "Drawings will be compared to the field by ground observation to

confirm appropriateness, erection orientation and contractibility

(need for splices, etc.). Wtiere confirmation is denied, alternate

drawings will be sought and confirmed or field measurements (only)

will be utilized."

For spans where shop drawings are not found, field measurements

are taken. Generally, there are a few well known missing areas, but

on the whole, shop drawings are available.

PBQD did not observe this preliminary field verification take place

during our study, and there is conflicting information as to whether

this task is performed when original shop drawings are located.

PBOQO
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3) "Shop Data Sheets will be prepared per original, confirmed shop

drawings where available."

Depending on availability, this work is performed by staff from the

Merchandise Mart under Dennis Penepacker, or from West Shops,

under Glenn Zika. Technicians or engineers convert the hole

spacings from the shop drawings to running dimensions along the

angle starting with an arbitrary "zero" end. Lengths are also

determined for bracing members to be replaced, which may be shop

drilled or field drilled depending on the quality of information available.

The CTA has been welding bracing to compression members to

reduce the need for field drilling.

West Shops has recently developed a PC-based program that

converts the hole spacings into running dimensions and prints the

output in CTA's standard "Flange Book" format. Eventually, the

running dimensions could be downloaded by floppy disk directly into

a numerically controlled drill press. Quality control consists of

checking the final running dimension with the overall dimension from

the original shop drawing. Individual dimensions are not consistently

checked, nor are spaces provided on the sheets for designer's and

checker's initials and dates.

4) "Shop Data Sheets from original shop drawings will be checked in

the field by actual measurements and where necessary new sheets

will be generated in the field. When confirming shop drawing data,

measurers will consider field side rivet head eccentricity and parallax

2982-302A ^W-
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uncertainties before altering data sheets. Whenever possible,

measurements will be made to the shop side rivet head."

Under the new system, It is intended that engineers will perform this

check. Currently, the CTA is in the process of hiring engineers, and

uses a mix of ironworkers and engineers to perform field verification

or field measuring where shop drawings aren't found. Where

feasible, this is performed from scaffolding installed by ironworkers,

but typically, these measurements are made from ladders and bucket

trucks. No mention is made of checking field data if there are no

shop drawings.

PBQD observed two engineers verifying dimensions on the

Milwaukee Branch Span 32230 on May 5, 1989. In this particular

instance, the rivets had already been removed and partially replaced

with temporary bolts making measuring somewhat easier.

Measurement accuracy is normally affected by accessibility,

(scaffolding or ladders) obstructions (web stiffeners, bracing, cables,

etc.) parallax, tape sag, rivet head eccentricity, and damages caused

by removing rivets (hole stretching or torch damage).

The engineers, David Cappa and Rolando Rovelo, indicated that they

would have to observe a variance of 1/8" before they would change a

dimension from the shop drawing. This would appear reasonable

given the inherent inaccuracies in field measurements.

2982-302A -11-
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Two field checks are being provided for in the current methodology.

One is a cursory check before the flange books are prepared, and

one is a detailed check to verify the flange books. Mr. Radio has

suggested that these be condensed into one cursory field check from

the ground, with the flange books in hand. This would allow small

errors or spacing deviations to go undetected until installation, but

should catch major errors, such as flipped "zero" ends. Bottom

flanges, particularly in high spans or where obstructed by bracing,

may be difficult to verify from the ground. In these cases closer

access will have to be provided.

Several administrative or planning items are not part of the official methodology,

but will be touched on briefly. Individual flange angles scheduled for

replacement are determined by Glenn Zika, working from inspection reports

prepared by ironworkers. Long term program funding and determination of

critical line segments are made by Dennis Penepacker working with Steve Martin

and Glenn Zika. The CTA is currently in the process of hiring engineers to

replace the ironworkers as structural inspectors.

Flange angles are generally replaced in-kind, unless the original angles are of an

uncommon size or undersized for current loading. Glenn Zika has prepared a

table listing minimum angle sizes for various span lengths. Some structural

calculations and fatigue calculations were also made by a consultant for an

earlier inspection report. Historically, calculations have not been made for the

standard, tangent spans under repair.

PBoao
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Allegations have been raised concerning the modification of track stringer top

flange angles that pass over the top of cross-girders on the Englewood and

other lines. These angles allow the track ties to continue over the cross girder

uninterrupted and were originally connected to seat angles atop the cross girder.

Earlier CTA modifications have included removing the seat angles and, more

recently, cutting the flange angle back to clear the cross girder, thus simplifying

installation. Some cracking has been observed in the girder web near these

connections, and may be due to out-of-plane bending on the girder web near the

toe of the angle. This condition is being addressed by welding a transverse

brace between the two track stringers. Ray Radic has alleged that the top

flanges provide continuous rather than simple span action. In light of the size of

original connection at this location, and the lack of adequate analysis methods

available to engineers at the turn of the century, it appears that continuity was not

intended and is not provided by the original connection; consequently eliminating

it will not harm the span.

Flange angles with a sufficiency rating of 1 (on a scale of 1 to 5; 1 being the

worst) are replaced or repaired on an emergency basis. Angles rated 2 or 3 are

generally scheduled for replacement as part of the normal flange angle process.

This means that not all flange angles in a given section will be replaced during

one cycle. Given the limited budget and manpower, this allows the most critical

areas to be addressed first, but means rescaffolding an area two, perhaps three

times over the years to replace all of the original flange angles. Doing all of the

flange angles and other repairs for a particular section at one time will certainly

result in the lowest total cost, but without significant budget and manpower

increases, it would leave the rest of the elevated system in poor condition. The
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approximately 9,000 pairs of flange angles replaced since 1972 represent only

about 20% of the total flange angles.

FABRICATION

1) "Steel will be requisitioned for fabrication from the verified data

sheets."

Once the flange books are assembled, they are turned over to

Purchasing for advertisement for competitive bids. OTA has a

numerically controlled drill at West Shops, but only processes about

200 pair a year in-house. A typical book may contain 35 to several

hundred pair. Several staff members complained that the purchasing

process may take 1 to 2 years.

2) "Shop fabrication will be spot verified while the steel is being drilled

to promote and assure accuracy. Fabrication shops will be held

accountable for errors. It is noted that shop fabrication standards

established by AREA and ASIC do not demand precision in locating

individual holes with respect to a base line, but rather may allow up to

1/4" deviation from the specified location (AREA Section 15.3.1.7.1(e)

10). CTA criteria to establish tighter tolerances is currently being

developed for incorporation into Specifications for steel fabrication."
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Previously, checking the fabricators work was limited to spot

verification by CTA ironworkers or engineers visiting the fabricators

shop. Extensive verification or backcharges were generally not made.

A lack of industry standards concerning tolerances is partially to

blame. The CTA has had better luck dealing with suppliers using

numerically controlled machines rather than templates.

INSTALLATION

Once the new material is received, installation procedures begin. The following

chronology is a result of our site visit to the Englewood line spans 2032 to 2036

on the evening of April 28, 1 989, and two visits to the North Side fvlain Line on

May 23 and 26, 1 989 with Ray Radio. We observed the installation of top flange

angles, bottom flange angles would be similar, although a bottom flange change-

out was not observed.

A) Work Performed Under Traffic (Normal Daily Shifts)

1) Ironworkers install scaffolding under the affected spans. This may be

done when the flange angles are field verified. Typically, if clearance

is not a problem, steel strap hangers are used off of the girder flange

to support timber cross beams and planking. Cross beams are

supported at some intermediate locations by ropes tied to the track

ties. Gaps are left in the scaffolding under the girders to allow

dropping of scrap.
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In areas where clearance is restricted (like over a main street)

scaffolding and subsequent work is not performed until the day of the

actual flange angle change-out, when the road is closed.

Access to scaffolding is by generally by ladder. Access to the track is

by climbing the bracing between girders and coming up thru the ties.

2) The ironworkers then bust out all of the rivets on the affected flange

and replace every other one with an A325 bolt. This is done

sequentially so that only a small length of the flange is disconnected

at one time.

Our field observation of the Milwaukee line on May 5, 1 989 found that

up to seven open rivet holes between bolts occurred. The rational for

using half the number of bolts as rivets for temporary conditions lies

in the ratio of the allowable shear for hand driven rivets (1 1 ksi) vs.

A325 bolts (17.5 ksi), plus a slight over stress for temporary

conditions. Sealing and stitch requirements are also waived, although

the code (AREA) does not make a distinction for temporary work.

AREA 15.1.5.14 requires bolts at approximately 12" centers (24 times

the steel thickness), not the 24" observed. Our field observation of

the Englewood line on April 28th showed that generally every other

rivet hole was filled by an A325 bolt. Formal calculations justifying this

practice are not on file.

3) The new angles are delivered, small access holes are cut in the web

of the cross-girders, and the angles passed thru and placed on the
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scaffolding. Short stub beams are attached to the bottom flange of

the girder to support the new angles for easy lifting. The perimeter of

the hole in the cross girder is supposed to be ground smooth,

however many older holes have sharp edges. In some instances

plates had been field welded over the holes.

4) The cross-frames and lateral bracing members are removed. These

members may also be partially removed or prepared for removal at

this time.

5) The outstanding leg of the intermediate stiffeners are partially cut

through near the angles to be changed.

6) If night work is scheduled, lights are installed.

B) Work Performed on Weeknights or Sundays During the Change-out

Under Single Tracking

7) Drift pins are driven in selected locations and the bolts removed.

8) The stiffeners are removed on one side by finishing the cut started

earlier.

9) The angle on one side of the web is now free and is pushed away

from the web slightly.

2982-302A ^TT"
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10) The "monkey", a 4-legged timber frame, is erected near the mid point

of the span directly over the angle being removed. The block and

tackle is attached to the angle, the drift pins removed, and the angle

lov\/ered to the scaffold using ironworkers to support part of the

weight.

The angle on the opposite side of the web is still supported by the

outstanding web of the partially cut intermediate stiffeners.

11) The old angle is cut into 4 ft. pieces and dropped onto the ground. A

scrap dealer collects this later.

12) The exposed portion of the web under the old angle is liberally

brushed with Rustoleum primer. No surface preparation is done.

13) The new angle is attached to the monkey and hoisted into position.

Ironworkers manhandle the ends into position.

1 4) Hooks are thrown over from the other side of the web to temporarily

hold up the new angle.

15) Timber posts, precut to length, are driven between the top and

bottom flanges to wedge the new angle into place while the

intermediate stiffener stubs are reattached.

16) Once the intermediate stiffener stubs are replaced, the timber

blocking is removed and the angle is fully supported by the stiffeners.

PBOQ
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17) Steps 1 1 thru 16 are repeated for the other angle, except that instead

of timber blocking, drift pins are used.

18) The two angles are now bolted up using drift pins, hammers, and

reamers as required. Some bracing may be attached.

C) Work Performed on Day Shift Under Traffic

19) Bracing is reinstalled later on the day shift. Bracing connections to

stringer top (compression) flanges is welded, while bottom (tension)

flange connections are bolted. Any bracing members that were cut

earlier are welded back together. No weld testing or inspection is

done. AREA 15.1.5.10 discourages field welding for members

carrying live load, although the bracing members are commonly

recognized as secondary members.

Particular attention was paid to span 2033 as an example. Girder B went up

quickly with minimal fit-up problems. From start to finish (steps 7 thru 18) took

only about 40-45 minutes. Girder A, although identical on paper, took an

additional 10 minutes due to fit-up difficulties. Approximately 1/3 of the holes

required work with a reamer or drift pin and hammer.

Before coming out to the site, PBQD had marked up the flange book where Mr.

Radio had changed hole spacing to reflect the original shop drawings. The

flange book was prepared with field dimensions and then modified to reflect the

shop drawing dimensions prior to fabrication. In most instances the holes had

2982-302A -19-
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been moved 1/8". We were unable to track the individual fit-up problems for the

affected holes, but slightly shifting the angles back or forth would change the

number of holes in alignment. The number of holes reamed seemed more

dependent on which holes the ironworkers first drove a drift pin through.

There were approximately 1 ironworkers on site, plus another 1 trackworkers

(flagmen, signal maintainers, 3rd rail group, and trackmen). The trackworkers

provided flagging and removed/reinstalled the track "Hook" bolts as required

during the flange change-out. Both crews worked in an efficient manner with little

wasted time, although some dead time is to be expected with this large number

of people working in a confined area. The amount and condition of tools

appeared adequate. No major breakdowns of complex equipment, such as air

compressors, was observed.
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INDUSTRY STANDARDS

ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED

Ten organizations were selected to represent a variety of situations and

approaches to the problem of structural renewal. These organizations were

divided into three groups: Older transit properties (MBTA, NYCTA, and SEPTA),

railroads (Amtrak, BN, Conrail, CNW, IC, and Metro-North) and a government

agency (IDOT). The responses to the questionnaires sent to these organizations

were used to determine how the industry as a whole performed structural

renewal work on riveted structures. All the organizations contacted promptly

provided responses.

COMPARISON MATRIX

The following tables provide a handy format for comparing the responses of the

various organizations to the Questionnaire. The responses have been

paraphrased in these tables, the full responses are provided in Appendix C.
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INDUSTRY NORMS

The individual responses can be grouped together to form industry norms in

eight major areas. A detailed breakdown of how many organizations had similar

responses to a question is provided in Appendix D.

o Repair plans are developed from shop drawing wherever possible in most

agencies interviewed. Field measurements are only used where shop data

does not exist, or is considered unreliable.

o In-house crews are used for most repairs, average crew size is six

ironworkers, but varies from 4 to 10. Contractors are used for large

projects and some fabrication work.

o Field fit-up problems are few, and are generally handled on-site by

ironworkers. Only exceptional problems are reported to management. On-

site engineering management is provided on a part-time basis.

o 10% reaming is generally considered normal.

o Members are replaced in-kind. Structural calculations are not usually

performed, although member size is sometimes increased to compensate

for future deterioration.

o No special QA/QC procedure is in place.

2982-302A '^2^- pboqo





o Organizations are generally happy with their systems, and haven't made

changes recently.

o No property performs the amount of flange change-outs that CTA does.

o Work is performed during off peak hours, but during daylight whenever

possible.

COMPARISON WITH CTA

In order to get input from the greatest number of outside agencies, the

questionnaire was broadened to cover general structural renewal, since it was

considered unlikely that any other agency would have a flange angle program

identical to CTA's. Even though this report for CTA is confined only to the flange

angle program, several parallels can be drawn;

o Original shop drawings are preferred for fabrication of replacement

components. The low amount of field reaming and other field problems

encountered even without extensive field verification prior to fabrication,

indicates a high level of confidence and accuracy in original shop drawing

dimensions. CTA's field verification procedure is duplicated by only 2

agencies, NYCTA and C&NW.

o Members are replaced in-kind without a significant amount of engineering

involvement, similar to CTA's system.

^982-302A :3D^
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o CTA's lack of a detailed QA/QC system is not unusual, in fact, the

occasional checks performed by the ironworkers at the contractor's shop

during fabrication are more than other organizations provide.

o CTA crew size (ten ironworkers) is about 66% larger than typical for the

industry. It's noted that CTA is performing work on a much larger

production scale, with up to 6 flange angle pairs per shift per gang being

replaced.

o CTA performs all flange change-outs on weeknights and Sundays, whereas

most other organizations try to perform work during weekdays, thus

avoiding overtime. However, most organizations are not replacing the

number of members that CTA replaces nor, do they have as short a train

headway during weekdays.

o CTA's lack of use of outside contractors to perform installation work is not

typical of the industry considering the amount of work performed.

PBoa
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The current CTA flange angle replacement methodology is a reasonable repair

procedure and comparable to industry practice.

Our recommendations have been divided into two groups; the first group is the

result of comparisons to other organizations and consists of Items 1 through 4.

The second group is the result of our own observations of CTA operations; and

consists of Items 1 through 12. CTA should consider the following actions:

Group 1

1) Scale back the field verification process as confidence is reaffirmed in the

original shop drawings.

2) Investigate performing some flange change-outs during week day daylight

periods during off peak hours with single tracking or rerouting on lines that

can tolerate possible rush hour impacts.

3) Investigate reducing crew size without sacrificing production rate.

4) Accelerate plans to bring in outside contractors to perform work on a trial

basis to enable an increase in production and evaluate possible cost

effectiveness.

2982-302A =32^ pboqd





Group 2

1) Organize and index tlie plan vault at West Shop. Upgrade the vault

location and environment for performing professional work.

2) Perform calculations verifying the adequacy of using temporary bolts in half

of the open holes. Direct ironworkers to install the calculated number of

temporary bolts.

3) Verify the shop drawings and flange angle books for appropriateness and

orientation from the ground. Eliminating the detailed field check of the

flange books would reduce the need for scaffolding, bucket trucks, and

ladders. Access equipment may still be needed for bottom flange checks.

4) Don't cut up old flange angles into scrap until the new flange angles are

installed, if this does not impair access or installation of the new flanges.

Thus if severe fit-up problems are encountered, the old pair could be

temporarily re-installed, and the new ones corrected or re-fabricated.

5) Consider shop drilling oversize holes in the new flange angles to speed

installation and reduce reaming. Determine (and compensate for) the effect

of oversize holes on structural integrity.

6) Proceed with plans to increasingly computerize flange book preparation.

7) Develop realistic tolerances for hole location to be included in fabrication

contracts. Consider requiring the use of numerically controlled drilling in

2yB2-302A ::33: pboqo





contracts to improve accuracy and precision. We were unable to find any

written tolerances in major codes, or with local fabricators.

8) Formalize a QA/QC program. This will provide better quality, reduce costs

and keep management informed of trends and conditions. The programs

should include these items:

o Checking of all documents and calculations.

o Checking fabricator's work.

o Assessing where repetitive problems occur in field installation.

o Regular reviewing of methodology to determine relevance of

procedures and methods of improvement.

o Inspection procedures for field installation, hole placements, including

maximum allowable hole size, hole enlargement methods, bolt

torquing and welding inspection.

9) Continue replacing ironworker inspectors with trained engineering

technicians. Consider dropping the licensing requirement (Registered

Structural Engineer) for this position to increase the pool of applicants and

reduce salary costs. Inspectors should be supervised by Registered

Structural Engineers. If the field verification process is minimized, fewer

technicians may be needed, or could be reallocated to microfilm/shop

drawing investigation and preparation of drawings.

2982-50^ :32F pboqo





10) Implementing the above item may result in the need to shift priorities for

ironworkers on the day shift. Several options may be considered:

o Reduce the number of ironworkers assigned to flange angle projects

to a core level, and contract out a significant portion of the flange

angle change projects.

o As funds are available, assign ironworkers to other maintenance

priorities (column bases, station renewals, etc.).

o Switch some change-out work to weekdays using single tracking

during off peak hours where operationally feasible.

o Retain only key ironworker personnel and obtain crews from the

union hall to fill out the gangs during the change-outs. Due to union

seniority rules, this may result in an excess of very experienced

workers. Some arrangements should be made to provide trainees to

replace retirees.

11) Calculate stress levels in all structural components of typical spans and

update them regularly to conform to code changes. Perform an

engineering analysis of the effect of removing bracing members under

traffic, and the magnitude of stress transfer across the stringer connections

over the cross-girders.
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12) Consider alternate rehabilitation methods to reduce future maintenance and

significantly add to structure life. Completing flange angle change-outs still

leaves a majority of the 1 00 year old structures intact. The change-out of

complete spans and bents, in effect reconstruction of entire spans, should

be seriously investigated otherwise the rehabilitation program may be

excessively drawn out. This goal may be accomplished as part of the new

RTA Infrastructure Assessment Study.

Report Prepared by:

Fred Parkinson

Project Engineer

NY PE 061778-1

^CUovaJ^T

Sandor Ferenczi

Project Manager

IL SE 3253
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Date: Deoatiber 13, 1988

To:

From:

Re:

File I

I

I

D.F. Penepac)«er, Senior Str\actural Engineer

Flange Angle Renewal Methodology !

Historical Perspective and Revised Procedures

TRACK « STRUCTURES
DESIGN ^

Prior to 1962 it is understood that replacement flange angles were detailed
fran available shop data in the drawing files. The extent of field
verification is not known. Per Mr. H.T. Luebeck, \rfvD was in charge of the
structure ireiintenance program from 1961 to 1966, field farces encountered
instcillation problems due to misalignment of rivet holes in the new steel
(flange angles) verses old steel (web). Much of the troublesone work was
on the SSML and Jackson Park Branch where original shop data has frequently
been found to be missing or unreliable. It was decided that field verifica-
tion to the extertof measuring the location of every rivet was warranted.
The tedious, cvmberscms and error prone process of referring to original
shop drawings was eliminated in favor of reliance on field measured data
only. Initially consultants were enployed to naJce field measurements with
the CTA providing a towar truck and chauffeur to assist. Difficulty in
holding consultants accountable for errors and the need to cut expenses
led to the practice of using CTA personnel (ironworkers) to rrake measure-
ments. Field data would then be specified for shop fabrication of replace-
ment flange angles. This system worked wsll and was ccrtftonly accepted by
FE&M engineers until recently.

Since about 1985, engineering personnel have been catparing some field
measured data to original shop drawing data and finding numerous differences,
mostly fran 1/16" to 1/4" that could represent inaccurate field measursd
data or inaccurate original shop fabrication or both. Some effort has been
made to accurately verify the original shop data to existing steel removed
frcm the structure (Bent 318, bottom flange angles on Wabash Avenue,
August 2, 1987) or to existing steel in situ eifter bufiting out the rivets
in preparation for the change out (Bottom flange angles. Spans 2047A and
204 9A, Englewood, September 9, 1988). At Bent 318, careful measurements
confirmed original shop data within a tolerance of approxinately 1/16"
whereas field measured data exhibited numerous errors ranging from 1/16"
to 1/2". Installation of these angles was observed to be unnecessarily
difficult as neny holes had to be enlarged. Less accurate measurements
were possible at the Englewood spans, but confirmed agreement with original
shop data appeared to be + 1/16" with 2 notable exceptions v*iere actual
holes were approximately 1" offset from the specified location. New flange
angles had been fabricated per original shop data within + 1/16" except for
5 holes. During subsequent iiistallation aporoxiitately 9 holes in eeich

stringer required some reaming, presumably due to the combined effects
of original and new shop fabrication error.
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Memo-File
Flange Angle Renewal Methodology
Deoerriier 12, 1988

Since 1972 v*ien the first volvrie of Shop Data Sheets for flange angle

renewal was issued, over 9000 pairs of flange angles weighing over 8000

tons hsve been fabricated with 30% of this tonnage in the last 3 years.

Future infrastructure needs will continue to accelerate such that it is

imperative that iiiprovements in methodology be identified and iinplemented

where feasible.

In an effort to minimize misalignment of holes in new flange angles

relative to existing web holes it would seem logical to fabricate new
steel to the same dimensional data as was \ised originally after field

verifying same to ensure the best fit. Therefore, the procedure for

specifying flange angles for fabrication shall be as follCMS:

1) Original shop drawings for the list of flange angles to be renewed
will be located via the microfilm file.

2) Drawings willbe conpared to the field by ground observation to

confirm appropriateness, erection orientation and ccHistructability

(need for splices, etc.). Where confirmation is denied, alternate

drawings will be sought and confirmed or field measurements (only)

will be utilized.

3) Shop Data Sheets will be prepared per original^confirmed shop
drawings where available.

4) Shop Data Sheets from original shop drawings will be chec)ced in the i

field by actual measurements and where necessary new sheets will be

generated in the field. When confirming shop drawing data, measurers

will consider field side rivet head eccentricity and parallax
uncertainties before altering data sheets. Whenever possible^ measure-

ments will be made to the shop side rivet head.

5) Steel will be requisitioned for fabrication from the verified data
sheets.

6

)

Shop fabrication will be spot verified v*iile the steel is being
drilled to promote and cissure accuracy. Fabrication shops will be

' held accountable for errors. It is noted that shop fabrication
standards established byAREA and AISC do not demand precision in

locating individual holes with respect to a base line, but rather
nay allow \:p to ^" deviation from the specified location (AREA
Section 15.3.1.7.1(e) 10). CTA criteria to establish tighter
tolerances is currently being developed for incorporation into L

Specifications for steel fabrication. f

I
f
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Meno-File
— Flange Angle Renewal Methodology

. Deoember 12, 1988

Installation feasibility will be iirproved by closer alignment of holes in
new flange angles with existing holes in the girder web and by more accurately
determining the overall length of the new flange angles.

D.F. Penepacker
Senior Structural Engiiieer

Illinois Structural Engineer
License No. 81-3803

Approved:
David A. Hill(!

Facilities Mciintenanoe

Dn>:jl

cc R.T. Smith
H.T.Luebeck
J.K.Johnson
G.Zi3<a

M.Ishida
S.Lee
D.Schiffer
A.Govea
R.Raaic

Paul E. Swanson, Acting Manager
Facilities Engineering

(y ^^^^U^
C.L.Wiksten, Director
Power & Way Engijiaering

S.p/ Martin, Superintendent
Track & Structure Design
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APPENDIX B

CTA PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED

At Merchandise Mart:

Paul E. Swanson; Senior Manager, Capital Construction

Mays. 1989

C. Len Wiksten; Manager, Power and Way Engineering

Mays. 1989

Stephen P. Martin; Superintendent, Track and Structure Design

Mays, 1989

Dennis F. Penepacker; Senior Structural Engineer

May 9. 1989

Radomir Radio; Civil/Structural Engineering Technician

Mays. 9, 16,19,23,26,1989

At West Shops:

James K. Johnson; Manager, Power and Way Maintenance

April 24, 1989

Glenn C. Zika; Director, Track and Structure Construction

April 24, 1989

2982303A
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David Cappa; Structural Engineer II

May 1.1989

Rolando Rovelo; Structural Engineer II

May 1.1989

Thomas Gardiner; Ironworker Foreman

April 24, 1989

Barney Keller; Ironworker Foreman

April 24. 1989

2982303A
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Interview with Mr. Anthony Fleres of the MetroNorth Commuter
Railroad.

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Fleres and a summary
of the responses. The interview was conducted by telephone on
July 13, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Yes, once a year for all bridges.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Bearings settling on bridge seats, cracked diaphragms,
connection angles, flange angle deterioration. Flange
angles are replaced when they are in bad condition. At
times, it may be simpler to add cover plate.

Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify mem.ber size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Members are generally replaced in-kind. For major problems,
calculations are made to bring structure up to code.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Dimensions are obtained mainly from field measurements.
Shop drawings are used when available. One method used for
replacement memibers is to take off the broken piece to be
replaced and use it as a template. Shop drawings have been
found to be accurate.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?





Dimensions are obtained mostly from the field. They are
obtained mostly by ironworkers who are in-house personnel.
No special training is provided, but workers are usually
skilled and experienced in that type of work.

6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Routine jobs are fabricated in-house. Larger jobs are done
by outside forces. When contracted out, they are
competitively bid.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Only for the fabrication of larger jobs.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes. There are few problem areas.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

Fit-up problems occur only when shop drawings are not
available and template is not used. No records are kept.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Ironworkers usually straighten out the problems. Engineers
are used when necessary.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Yes. Part time.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program, during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

No. General good practice and supervision.





13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

Normally in off-peak time. By off peak, reference is made
to non-rush hours (9 a.m. to 4 p.m.).

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

The line is usually closed to traffic.

15) What size crew is used?

4 to 5 men and foreman.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

10% when template or shop drawings are used. Normal: 10%

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

No. Repair methodology is examined when major problems
occur

.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies

Long Island Railroad.

•?





Interview with Mr. Bob Wood of Conrail .

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Wood and a summary
of the responses. The interview was conducted by telephone on
July 12, 1989

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Open deck structures. - 6 month cycle-inspection.
Closed deck structures - Once a year-inspection.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Repairs of stringers, floor beams and bracing. The
replacement of flange angles depends on the condition of the
member. At times the entire member may be replaced.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Members are replaced in-kind sometimes. Calculations are
made to determine size of replacement members.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Shop drawings are normally used. Field measurements are not
usually made unless shop drawing information is not
available

.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?

Information is normally obtained from shop drawings. When
necessary, measurements are made by the bridge inspector,
usually a technician. In special cases engineers may do the
measurem.ents . People are not specially trained, but are
usually experienced in this type of work.





6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Fabrication is usually done by outside personnel. The work
is normally competitively bid, with exception of very minor
projects

.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Fabrication is done by outside personnel, measurement and
installation by in-house personnel.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes, system is adequate. Problem areas are equipment, lack
of funds and personnel.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

No major problems. No records are kept as there are very
few fit-up problems.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Ironworkers, normally, and if problem is serious engineers
from the agency.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Yes. The supervisor is an engineer. On major jobs, the
supervision is full-time, on minor jobs, part-time.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

Yes, but not in written form. General accepted standard
practice is followed and the work is supervised.

13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?





Work is done during normal hours if possible. For major
jobs, the lines may have to be out of operation. (Off peak
time for this facility is usually Monday and Tuesday. No
commuter lines similar to CTA)

.

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

It depends on conditions. Traffic restrictions are placed
when required.

15) What size crew is used?

5 man crew.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

Not much field reaming is required. Holes should fit
normally.

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

Program is continually under change to match conditions. No
program similar to CTA. Most jobs are individual in nature.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

Program at SEPTA.





Interview with Mr. Frank Russo of the South Eastern Pennsylvania
Transit Authority.

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Russo and a summary
of the responses. The interview was conducted by telephone on
July 11, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Heavy Rail System - Once a year.
Open deck bridges - 6 month cycle.
City Transit - 2 year cycle.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Bottom flange repairs near bearings. Open web trusses.
Yes, flange angle replacement is done as a routine repair
procedure

.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

They are replaced in-kind. No calculation design unless
deemed necessary.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Always measured in field. Never without verifying. Rivets
are taken out one by one, distance measured to center of
hole, rivet is replaced by bolt and nut; then next hole is
measured, etc. All this is done prior to fabricating &

installation of new member. When new member is ready to be
installed, old member is removed and replaced by new member.
Good results are obtained. Change over is done rapidly.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?





Dimensions are always obtained from field. Dimensions may
be obtained by either, depending on availability of
personnel. Work is always done in-house. These people are
specially trained.

6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

New members are fabricated in-house. The work is not
competitively bid.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

No.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes. Making sure of correct measurements. Interfacing with
traffic

.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

None basically, except for bent members or other unusual
conditions. No records.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Engineers straighten out problems.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Yes. Full time for critical elements.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

Not really. Inspection done before members are sent out.





13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

Done in middle of night or weekend. Depends on traffic.

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

Sometimes (Slow or stop and proceed).

15) What size crew is used?

4 man crew mostly. If necessary 2 crews are used rather
then additional men to same crew.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

Very little. Never over 10%. Normal; Nothing.

17) Are cost of budget information available to us?

Available if detail of type of work is submitted.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

No. Present system in effect about 2 years.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

Yes. Amtrak and Conrail.

Comment: Mr. Russo is willing to discuss his system in greater
detail, if it is desired.





Interview with Mr. Irfon Oncu of AMTRAK

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Oncu and his
responses. Mr. Oncu chose to send his response in written form
via a fax machine. This information was received on July 11,
1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Yes. But not specifically for riveted structures only.
Depends on type of structure like open deck, ballasted or
movable

.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Replacement of loose rivets w/H.S. bolts and when severely
deteriorated. Not a routine procedure.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Replacement are mostly in-kind. No calculations made if in-

kind.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

A combination of shop drawings if available and by field
measurements. Dimensions supposed to be checked by own
forces/contractor prior to ordering of material.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?

From shop drawing when available and in the field by
designers. Not specially trained, but the people have
skills in detailing steel.
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6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Members fabricated by outside by competitive bid.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Yes, in some structures.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

When dimensions are not checked in field prior to ordering
of material.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Design group handles problems in the field.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
tim.e? Part time?

Full time.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

Design and construction per AREA specs.

13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

Off peak or during track outage.

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work tir^.es?
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It depends. If shoring is provided then no restrictions;
otherwise, slow down or track outage is required.

15) What size crew is used?

Depends on size of work and availability of crew.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

We try to keep it to a minimum up to 10% max, if possible

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

No.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

Yes
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Interview with Mr. Jerry Iwinski of the Chicago & North Western
Transportation Co.

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Iwinski and his
responses, Mr. Iwinski chose to send his response in written
form via a fax machine. This information was received on July
10, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Very broad program based on inspection. Inspection cycle
currently is annual for main lines and a variable program
for lesser traveled branch lines by a staff inspector and
field supervisors. Certain select bridges in Chicago built
in early 1860 's are inspected twice a year.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Most common is component replacement in part or whole
depending on condition. Weld repair and reinforcement is
next. Not routinely, but is done as conditions warrant.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Yes. Sometimes larger to compensate for corrosion loss. On
occasion as conditions warrant.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Field verification of shop drawings when available.
Otherwise, field measurements.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?
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1. Both
2. All three
3. In-house
4. No

6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Both. Competitively bid on large projects. Assigned on
small items except when fabricated in-house.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Contractors used for fabrication as noted in 6 above.
Installation by contractor usually on a large complex
project

.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes. Getting free time on the bridge to do the required
work without disrupting rail traffic.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

Only minor ones. No records kept.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Any problems that occur are straightened out in the field by
local supervisors who call upon the engineers if required.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Part time as problems arise.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

No.
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13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

See item 8. Work is governed by train schedules, which can
be adjusted to a degree to permit larger time-blocks to be
utilized for construction.

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

Yes, usually train speeds. Depends on what is involved and
how it involves structural integrity. Detours over other
trackage for special occasions and for short duration rarely
used.

15) What size crew is used?

6-man ironworker crew and 4 to 5 man B & B Crew,

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

Unknown but less than 10%. ???

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

No. Periodically reviewed and changed as required.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

No.
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Interview with Mr. Tom Sullivan of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority .

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Sullivan and a

summary of the responses. The interview was conducted by
telephone on July 11, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

2 year cycle for general inspection. If structures are
rated below a certain rating (4) , a 6 month cycle is used.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

At connections where main girder beams frame into bent.
(Problems due to collection of moisture in pockets).
Columns at base due to moisture. Flanges are not routinely
replaced

.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Calculations are done. Mem.bers are not replaced in-kind.
Rating of structures has been done recently and replacements
are updated to meet conditions. (Present structures may be
over or under designed)

.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements , shop drawings , or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Combination of methods . Corrections are made by reaming in
field.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?
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Both methods are used. Engineers, Technicians and
Ironworkers are used, depending on conditions. These are
in-house personnel. Simple jobs are done by ironworkers.
Two registered PE ' s are available, if required.

6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Fabrication is done by both, depending on size of job. Work
is competitively bid.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Yes. If work is contracted out, outside contractors must
verify and assume responsibility for dimensions, fabrication
and installation.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Adequate for repair. For rehabilitation projects, work is
usually done by contractors. Problems are money, manpower,
scheduling and equipment.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

Hole alignment is major problem,. Clip connections. Double
angle connections. Only casual records are kept.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Generally, ironworkers. For serious problems, engineers.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Limited supervision is provided.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

No.
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13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

It depends on type and size of job. Line is usually shut
down 1:30-4:30, providing opportunity for work.

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

Yes. Speed restrictions and diversion of traffic.

15) What size crew is used?

3-5 men.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

20-50%. Normal 10-20%.

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No. (Annual. Not detailed per job).

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

In past 1-^ years. Some policy changes have been made
regarding inspections. Consulting engineers have been used
for ratings of structures. Methodology has not changed.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

No.
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Interview with Mr. Jim Davidson of the Burlington Northern
Railroad.

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Davidson and a

summary of the responses. The interview was conducted by
telephone on July 10, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair /renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

The cycle is six months. If evidence is seen that the
member needs repairs, required repairs are made.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Repairing bearing angles when they bear on the bottom flange
and repairing top cover plates. Not many flange angle
replacements are made. Flange angles are replaced when no
cover plates existed.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Generally, yes. Use the next 1/8-inch thicker size to
compensate for future corrosion. No calculations are
generally made.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Shop plans are used for new fabrication. They are
supplemented by some field measurement only in unusual
cases. When field measurements are taken of rivets already
in place, the old rivets that are already in place may not
be centered and therefore the fit that is obtained by this
may not be a perfect fit. The work is considered checked if

the part fits and that is the only check that is really made
on it. The results using this method are usually
satisfactory

.
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5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?

Dimensions are usually obtained from shop plans.
Measurements are generally done by field personnel,
sometimes the iron worker foreman. These are in-house
personnel. They are not usually trained but they are
experienced steel workers and generally do a satisfactory
job.

6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

The members are fabricated by outside personnel. The work
is competitively bid.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Fabrication is done by outsiders, installation is done by
in-house personnel.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes. The current system is adequate. The problem area that
we encounter is the need to ream occasionally.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

The replacing of rivets with high strength bolts requires
the use of impact wrenches and at times, the space is
limited for the use of this tool. No records are kept.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Ironworkers do and they're generally done by means of
reaming

.
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11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

To a certain extent, sometimes one day a week, except for
complicated jobs. Other than that it is a part time
operation.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

There is no designing involved usually, and there is no
formal program.

13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

Sometimes arrangements are made with the operating people
and provisions are made for having up to four to six hours a

day arranged.

(Suggestion: One way of getting around the problem of
removing traffic is to leave the present flange angles in
place and simply putting in another row of angles below them
which will allow the work to continue without having the
necessity of weakening the structure by removing the
existing angles.)

14 Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

If the cover plates are to be replaced and there is not
enough time allowed by the operating people for the
completion of the job, false work is placed in the center of

the structure to support it during the operation.

15) What size crew is used?

Six to ten men and they are usually ironworkers.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

10 to 20% except for field measured jobs which can require
100% reaming, when no shop drawings exist, find then all
the holes are subpunched and then reamed in the field. The
reason for doing this is there is a problem with taking
the measurements of rivets that are already in place because
of the centering problem that was previously mentioned in
one of the other questions.
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17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No. Work is usually charged to a line of track and
there is no cost that can be attributed to any particular
replacement job.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

Each individual project is examined and the work is usually
tailored to fit the condition. There is no specific system
that is used for all jobs.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

Most railroad agencies have about the same type of problems.
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Interview with Mr. Stan Noyszewski of the Illinois Central
Railroad.

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Noyszewski and a

summary of the responses. The interview was conducted by
telephone on July 17, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

The inspection cycle is yearly. The repairs are done as
needed

.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Repair of webs of floor beans and top and bottom flanges in
floor systems. Repairs are made as needed. It is not a
routine procedure.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Mem.bers are replaced where need exists. Like thickness and
dimensions are used, but not lengths. Whole flange angle
may not be replaced in one piece. Calculations are only
m.ade in special cases if deemed necessary.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Dimensions are obtained mostly from old shop drawings.
Dimensions may be checked in rare cases where the
fabrication shop that made the shop drawings may not have a

good reputation for accuracy.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?
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Dimensions are obtained from shop drawings mostly.
Engineers or technicians are used for obtaining dimensions,
and may be in-house or outside personnel, who are
experienced in that type of work. Ironworkers are not used.

6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Fabrication is done by outside personnel. For large jobs,
work is competitively bid. For small jobs, it is not.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Measurement and installation is done by in-house personnel.
Fabrication is done by outside personnel.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes, system is adequate. Problems are insufficient funds
and shortage of experienced personnel.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problem.s?

Misalignment of holes. No records are kept.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

There are no ironworkers. For small problems, employees
trained in steel work are used. For major problems, the
matter is referred to headquarters.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

No.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

No.
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13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

Majority of work is done during normal working hours.

14) Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

Yes - slow orders.

15) What size crew is used?

About 7 men.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

Amount done is insignificant. Normal is less than 10%.

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

No.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

Repair methodology is periodically examined. A significant
recent development is the use of magnetic based drills.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

All railroads have versions of their own.
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Interview with Mr. John J. Carter of the New York City Transit
Authority.

Following are the questions submitted to Mr. Carter and his
responses. Mr. Carter chose to send his responses in written
form. This information was received on July 20, 1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Yes. Inspection cycle is annual for tangent elevated
structures. Semi-annual for curves.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

The most common repairs are to connections where rivets have
broken or connection angles crack. Due to design
shortcoming thru-span areas in stations have required
reconstruction.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Members are replaced in-kind unless there are physical
geometric restraints. All members are calculated according
to guidelines.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

A combination. All dimensions are verified in the field.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?

Dimensions obtained by designing engineer for in-house
repairs. Contractual repair dimensions obtained by
engineers, consultants or contractors as each case
requires

.
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6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Fabricated in-house for work performed in-house. For
contractual repairs fabrication outside and competitively
bid.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

Only on capitally funded projects in reconstruction program.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes.

9) What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

Various types. Records are kept.

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

In-house - ironworkers; outside contracts - contractor.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Yes. Full time.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

Yes.

13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

Generally during off-peak hours.
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14 Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

Depending on the nature of the work, traffic may be re-
routed or suspended as necessary.

15) What size crew is used?

Varies, depending on size of job.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

About 20%. This is normal.

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

In-house repairs of the most common deficiencies were
standardized in 1984.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

SEPTA.
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Interview with Mr. William Flanagan of the Illinois Department of
Transportation .

Following one the questions submitted to Mr. Flanagan and his
responses. Mr. Flanagan chose to send his response in written
form via a fax machine. This information was received on July,
1989.

1) Do you have an on going structure repair/renewal program
for steel bridge riveted structures? If so what is the
inspection cycle?

Yes; 2 years or 1 year dependent on condition.

2) What is the most common type of structural renewal work
carried out on riveted structures? Do you replace flange
angles as a routine repair procedure?

Replacement in kind of deteriorated sections.
No.

3) Are members replaced in-kind? Are calculations made to
verify member size in accordance with recent codes before
replacement?

Yes.
Yes.

4) How are the dimensions for the new part obtained? Field
measurements, shop drawings, or a combination? How are the
dimensions checked?

Plans and field measurements, calipers, rulers, UT thickness
gauges

.

5) Are dimensions obtained from the field or from office
information? Who obtains the dimensions? Engineers,
Technician or Ironworkers? In-House Personnel, Consulting
firms or Contractors? Are these people specially trained by
your agency?

Plan dimensions - engineers
Field dimensions - usually technicians
In-house - rarely consultants - never contractors
In-house are trained.
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6) How are the new members fabricated? In-house or outside? Is
the work competitively bid?

Contractor fabricated when contract.
In-house when day labor.
Contract yes except emergency.

7) Are outside engineers or contractors used for performing the
tasks of measurement, fabrication, and/or installation?

See 5 and 6.

8) Is your current system adequate for repair, rehabilitation
or reconstruction? Where are the problem areas?

Yes - problems come when inadequate inspection and
documentation of damaged or deteriorated areas are made.

What kind of field fit-up problems occur? Are records kept
of field fit-up problems?

Jim Moore (217) 782-7416.
Yes. (Very few if shop drawings are followed).

10) Who straightens out problems - agencies, ironworkers or
the contractor?

Agency when in-house.
Agency requires contractor when out-house.

11) Is there engineering supervision during construction? Full
time? Part time?

Yes, full time.

12) Is there a Quality Assurance/Quality Control program during
design and/or construction? Is it in written form? What
does it consist of?

No.

13) When is installation done? Only during special off peak
times?

High traffic, sensitive areas are done at off peak times,
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14 Are any special traffic restrictions placed on the structure
during work times?

Depends on traffic and extent of damage.

15) What size crew is used?

Depends on damage. 5 to 9.

16) How much field reaming is performed? 10%, 20%, 50%? How
much do you consider normal?

Field reaming is at times required. Not encouraged when not
required.

17) Are costs or budget information available to us?

Yes. Jim Moore (217) 782-7416 Day Labor.
Verge Moreno (217) 782-8154.

18) Have you changed your repair program recently? Is the
repair method periodically changed or examined?

No.

19) Are you aware of any other similar programs in the agencies?

No.
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Data for Compilation of Industry Standards

No. of Agencies

1. Inspection cycle :

One year - all structures 2

Varies - 6 mos . - 2 yrs., depending on
type of structure 8

2. Flange angle replacement as routine procedure ;

Agencies using it 1

Agencies not using it 9

3

.

Replacement of angles in-kind ;

Agencies doing it, with calculations done
only in special cases 8

Agencies updating replacements 1

Agencies varying method depending on
condition of member 1

4

.

How dimensions for the new part are obtained ;

Agencies using shop drawings, when available,
as main source 4

Agencies using field measurements to open holes
exclusively 1

Agencies using shop drawings verified by field
measurements 2

Agencies using field measurements mainly, with
shop drawings where available 1

Agencies using both shop drawings and field
measurements 2

5. Source of information for dimensions ;

Shop drawings when available 4





Field measurements exclusively 1
Both Methods 4

Field measurements mostly 1

Field measurements done by ;

Ironworkers 2
Engineers 2
Technicians 1
All three 3
Engineers and Technicians only 2

NOTE: Field measurements are used by all when shop
drawings are not available. In only 2 of 10
agencies are workers specially trained although
most are experienced in type of work.

6. Fabrication of new members ;

Completely in-house 1

Completely outside 3

Larger projects outside and smaller projects
in-house 6

Work competitively bid ?

All outside work competitively bid 7

Not competitively bid 1

Large projects competitively bid
small project assigned 2

7. For measurement and installation ;

In-house, all jobs 6

Outside, sometimes 3

Outside, all jobs 1

8. Current system adequate ;

All say yes (with variety of problems,
including manpower, equipment, money,
scheduling, and misalignment of holes)





9. Problems are mainly fit-up problems of
hole spacing requiring reaming ;

No records kept 8

Records kept 2

10. Who straightens out problems ;

Ironworkers 5

Engineers or technicians 4

Local supervisors 1

11. Engineering Supervision (Full or part time) :

Full-time for all jobs 3

Part-time 3

Part-time mostly
Full time - major or complicated jobs 3

Not provided 1

12. Quality assurance program ;

AREA specifications 1

Yes, but not written 2

No 7

13

.

When is installation done ;

Off-peak 5

Normal hours, except for major jobs when
line is shut down 1

Adjustment of train schedules 2

Normal hours for majority of work 1

Off-peak for high traffic areas 1





14. Special traffic restriction ;

Line closed to traffic 3

Shoring used, no restrictions 2

Speed restrictions 4

Depends on traffic and extent of damage 1

15. Size of crew ;

Varies between 3 and 11

16

.

Field reaming ;

% done by agency

10% or less 7

When shop drawings available 10%-20%
When shop drawings not available 100% 1

20%-50% 1

20% 1

% considered normal by agency

10% or less 4

None 2

10%-20% 2

??? 2

17

.

Costs or budget available ;

No 8

Yes, if detail submitted 2

18

.

Recent Changes :

No 6

Continually examined 3

Policy changes 1
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